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The discrete complex Kalman filter is considered as an equalizer 
for quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) systems in the presence of 
additive noise and intersymbol interference (ISI). For a known 
linear time-invariant channel with finite duration impulse response, 
the finite n-dimension complex Kalman filter equalizer is able to 
reduce the degradation caused by ISI. When the channel is unknown, 
an adaptive Kalman equalizer is used in which the channel complex 
tap gains are estimated by decision feedback. A two component 
multipath channel QPSK system is used as an example. Using the 
Chernoff upper bound to calculate the error probabilities, the 
computer simulation shows that both the Kalman filter equalizer and 
adaptive equalizer have a better performance than the integrate-and-
dump correlator with no equalizer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
For additive white Gaussian noise and with no other signal 
corruption, the system error-rate performance and optimum receiver 
structure of various types of digital communication systems are 
well known [l] . In high speed data transmission systems, two 
important causes of detection error are intersymbol interference 
(ISI) and additive noise. ISI may result from imperfect design of 
the transmitted signals and receiving filters, from distortion due 
to a dispersive transmission medium, or from a nonoptimum choice 
of sampling instants [2] ,[3]. As a result of imperfect channel 
transmission characteristics, successive symbols representing 
transmitted information arrive at the receiver smeared out in time. 
A consequence of this distortion is that, if the rate of transmission 
is high enough, successive received symbols overlap significantly, 
thereby causing ISI. Interference of this type may either reinforce 
or oppose reception of a data pulse, but inevitably the net result 
is degraded error-rate performance. In practical systems, e.g., 
telephone lines, the rate of transmission has very often been 
limited by ISI rather than by additive noise. For quadrature phase 
shift keyed (QPSK) systems, ISI causes cross talk between in phase 
and quadrature channels [35], [38]. 
Since a matched filter (MF) or integrate-and-dump (I&D) 
detector establishes an optimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the 
presence of additive noise, but does not necessarily eliminate ISI, 
an equalizer or an adaptive equalizer is used to reduced ISI caused 
1 
by the time dispersive channel. A transversal filter, or tapped 
delay-line filter, followed by an I&D detector is easy to implement 
in many systems and can provide effective reduction of 
intersymbol interference in many cases. Lucky [45] ,[46] devised a 
transversal-filter adaptive equalizer based on the peak-distortion-
minimization criterion. His algorithm is best-suited for the 
telephone channel with relatively low distortion. However, in the 
case of highly dispersive channels, the algorithm may converge too 
slowly or not converge at all. The most attractive equalizers are 
delay lines with tap gains adjusted by a gradient search algorithm 
based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion [7] ,[9]-[11], 
[18]-[22] ,[24]-[26] ,[47], i.e., MMSE between the message process and 
the equalized received signal is used as the error criterion. 
Fixed-step-size gradient search [8] ,[24]-[26] ,[47] is the algorithm 
which uses fixed step size on each iteration. In the variable-step-
size gradient search [9]-[11] algorithm, the set of step sizes are 
changed in each interaction. Schonfeld and Schwartz [9] ,[10] showed 
the variable-step-size gradient algorithm not only converges at a 
faster rate, but also has a smaller variance than the fixed-step-size 
algorithm . Richman and Schwartz [11] used dynamic programming 
techniques (principle of optimality) to determine the variable-step-
size on each interaction. 
Adaptive decision feedback equalizers use past decisions about 
the digits in minimizing the ISI by coherently subtracting the 
interference due to previously detected digits, and also for 
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adapting the equalizer parameters to a change in channel 
characteristics [7], [15] ,[16], [19]-[22] ,[25]. The feedback delay 
line tap values are chosen on the assumption that past decisions 
are all correct, which is a suitable assumption if the SNR is high 
enough. Austin [19] investigated a known dispersive channel, and, 
accordingly, the equalizer is nonadaptive. Bowen, George and 
Storey [22] have extended Austin's decision feedback equalizer to 
include an adaptive capability. It has been shown that the decision 
feedback equalizer [22] can be used to detect digital information 
that has been sent at high rates over an unknown fixed or slowly 
varying dispersive channel. The receiver is able to combat both 
additive noise and ISI, and also to adapt itself to an unknown or 
slowly varying channel without the aid of a training digit sequence. 
A statistically optimum (minimum probability of error) receiver 
for known channels has been derived [5] ,[6] and [12]. For high data 
rates the performance of this receiver is much better than that 
possible with the transversal equalizer, which is the optimum linear 
receiver. Unfortunately, the statistically optimum receiver is very 
complex when there is a large amount of ISI. Maximum-likelihood 
(ML) receivers are considered by many authors [12] ,[13] ,[15]-[17]. 
Gonsalves [12] minimized the per symbol probability of error in a 
binary data system with adjacent symbol interference. His nonlinear 
receiver shows a matched filter followed by a feedback loop and a 
tapped delay line. Forney [13] used the ML sequence estimation in 
digital pulse-amplitude-modulated (PAM) systems. The resulting 
3 
receiver consists of a whitened matched filter and a recursive 
nonlinear processor, called the Viterbi algorithm [14]. Other 
nonlinear equalizers are considered by Clark [27] and Ugerboeck [28]. 
Time domain analysis and a state-space approach to equalization 
are also considered by many authors [29]-[32]. Lawrence and 
Kaufman [31] were the first to use a discrete Kalman filter as an 
equalizer for digital binary transmission in the presence of noise 
and intersymbol interference. When the channel is modeled as an 
n-tap transversal filter, the Kalman filter assumes a similar form 
with feed forward and feedback. It was shown how the Kalman filter 
can be used to estimate both the tap weights and the binary signal. 
Since the Kalman filter requires 1) a knowledge of the initial 
state variable estimate and the initial covariance matrix, and 
2) a knowledge of the channel impulse response, the Kalman filter 
will diverge if the initial estimates are outside the feasible 
region to admit convergence. In the equalization context, a 
divergent situation means the system error will run away. Mark [32] 
modified the Kalman equalizer into a nonlinear system in which the 
channel tap gains are estimated via a decision feedback approach 
and the initial state variable is estimated by a prediction process. 
Based on channel-state estimation, Bershad and Vena [29] , analyzed 
a receiver which makes a maximum-likelihood estimate of the channel 
state vector conditioned upon all previous digits having been 
received correctly. The channel-state estimate is used to control 
the motion of a variable decision threshold. Scheel [30] derived 
4 
an exact closed form expression for the correlator output due to a 
single phase shift keyed symbol filtered at bandpass by the state 
variable approach to channels with memory. 
Evaluating the error probabilities of various digital 
communication systems i n the presence of both Gaussian and intersymbol 
interference has been investigated by many authors [33]-[40]. 
Finding an accurate upper bound or lower bound for the error 
probability with a finite number of interference terms is often 
more practical from an engineering standpoint. If the channel is 
unknown or time varying, it is very difficult to find the exact 
closed form for the error probability, and a computer simulation is 
needed. 
In Section II the optimum receiver for coherent QPSK without 
ISI and its exact probability are redeveloped. In Section III, 
a complex discrete Kalman filter equalizer is derived for the 
coherent QPSK system with ISI. The Chernoff upper bound for the 
error probability is found and compared with computer simulation 
results for the error probability. In Section IV the adaptive 
Kalman equalizer using decision feedback under the assumption that 
all decision are correct is developed for the unknown time-invariant 
channel. Examples of two component multipath QPSK systems for both 
known channel and unknown channels are shown in Section III and 
Section IV. 
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II. OPTIMUM RECEIVER FOR QPSK WITHOUT ISI 
A. Introduction 
An M-ary system is one which transmits one of M possible signals 
during each T-second signaling interval. One of the most common 
M-ary systems is four-phase, or quadriphase, phase-shift keying 
(QPSK) . QPSK systems are often used when extremely high data rates 
are desired. Current state-of-the-art QPSK systems have been built 
which operate at 109 bits per second, or 1 Gbps [44]. Because the 
transmitted signal for a QPSK system consists of two binary PSK 
signals summed, it is reasonable that demodulation and detection 
would involve two binary receivers in parallel, one for each 
quadrature carrier. 
Assuming the four possible phases of the transmitted signal to 
be equally likely, that all symbols are independent, and that 
additive white Gaussian noise (WGN) with double-sided power spectrum 
N0/2 is present, the optimum coherent receiver for QPSK can easily 
be derived and analyzed [1] ,[42]-[44]. The analysis for the 
Probability of error (P ) is reviewed in this section for later use. 
e 
B. P for Coherent QPSK Systems 
e 
By assumption the ~ priori probability for transmission of each 






0 < t < T 
( 2 .1) 
i=l,2,3,4. 
In Eq. 
2Tin0 (2.1), E is the energy content of Si{t), w0 = ---T-- for some 
fixed integer n 0 , and T is the symbol interval. Since each signal 
waveform is transmitted with equal a priori probability and the 
received signal is perturbed by additive white Gaussian noise, then, 
viewing the coherent detection in a signal space context, that 
decision rule which selects the message point closest to the received 
data point in signal space minimizes the probability of error [42]. 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the optimum detector consists of two parallel 
paths, termed the in-phase channel and the quadrature channel. Each 
channel includes a correlator consisting of an integrator, a sampler 
and a multiplier with local references ~ 1 {t) and ~ 2 (t), respectively: 
0 < t < T 
and ( 2. 2) 
0 < t < T. 
Thus ~ 1 (t) and ~ 2 {t) are orthogonal. The signal space representation 
for coherent QPSK signaling is shown in Fig. 2.2. The four possible 
transmitted signal points whose coordinates are the outputs of the 
in-phase and quadrature correlators with no noise present are denoted 
as s
1
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Figure 2.2 . Optimum Partitioning of Detector Signal 





outputs, z 1 and z 2 , are given by 
z1 ~ JT~ Cos(w0 t +?- ~>Jf Cos w0 t dt + JTJ% n{t)Cos w0 t dt 
0 0 
( 2 0 3) 
and 









~ JT~ n(t)Cos w0 t dt, 
0 
~ JT A n(t)Sin w0 t dt. 
0 
( 2 0 4) 
( 2 0 5) 
( 2 0 6) 
Thus, the received data points are noise corrupted versions of s 1 , 
s 2 , s 3 and s 4 0 
To realize the decision rule we may partition the signal space 
into four disjoint regions, namely, the set of points in the signal 
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space closest to S . , where i=l,2,3,4, respectively. The decision 
l 
rule is now simply to decide s 1 (t) was transmitted if the received 
signal point falls in zone 1, say s 2 (t) was transmitted if the 
received signal point falls in zone 2, and so on. An erroneous 
decision will be made if, for example, s 4 (t) is transmitted and 
the noise is such that the received signal point falls outside 
zone 4. 
The probability of error for QPSK may be calculated most 
easily by using the orthogonal noise components in the two orthogonal 
directions z 1 and z 2 indicated on Fig. 2.2. It follows readily 
that an error will not occur if n and n , the noise components in 
c s 
directions z 1 and z 2 , satisfy the conditions 
- ~ < n < oo and - /E < n < oo /2-c /2-s 
But since n and n are independent with zero mean and variance 
c s 
N0/2 [42], the probability of this event is simply 
2 































Thus P is a monotonically decreasing function of the average 
e 
energy-per-character to noise-spectral-density ratio (E/N0). 
11 
( 2. 7) 
( 2. 8) 
III. KNOWN CHANNEL FOR QPSK SYSTEM WITH ISI AND WGN 
A. Time Domain Analysis of QPSK System 
In data transmission systems with data rates sufficiently high 
such that the signal bandwidth is compatible with the channel 
bandwidth, the main causes of detection error are ISI and additive 
noise. In this thesis ISI is assumed to be caused by a transmission 
channel which can be modeled as a linear, causal filter which is 
either known and fixed or unknown time-invariant (or slowly time 
varying). The received signals are perturbed by additive WGN with 
double-sided spectral density N0/2. Fig. 3.1 illustrates a typical 
QPSK system with ISI and additive WGN. S(t) is the transmitted 
signal 
12 
s (t) ( 3 .1) 
where p(t) = k, k=l,2,3,4 when (i-l)T < t < iT and i=l,2, ... , and 
Pr{p(t) = k, (i-l)T ~ t < iT} =~for k=l,2,3 and 4. 
From linear system theory, the output of the channel with 
impulse response h(t) is 











~cos W0 t 
z l(i) JT( )dt ~ 
n (t) 0 
S( t) h( t) y(t) 
z2( i) JT( )dt ~ 
0 
~ SINW0 t 
Figure 3.1. QPSK System with ISI and WGN. 
n-TAPPED DELAY LINE 
T T • • • T T 
Z'< i > 
n < i) 
Figure 3.2. Complex Representation Model of Eq. (3.18). 
where the latter integral results by assuming h(t) is causal with 
finite duration (i.e., h(t) = 0 when t < 0 and t > D), D may be 
some integer multiple of T. Without loss of generality, we let 
D = nT, where n is a finite integer, and decompose the received 
signal r(t) into n segments, (O,T), (T,2T), ... , ( (n-l)T,nT). Thus 
r(t) y(t) + n(t) 
~ JkT L h{t)s(t-u)du + n(t), 
k=l (k-l)T 
(3.3) 







Eq. (3.3) becomes 
r (t) 
h (u) s (t-u) du, k=l ,2, ... ,n, 
n 
L yk(t) + n(t). 
k=l 
(3.4) 
( 3. 5) 




Using Eq. (3.7) in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) results in 
( 3 0 8) 
and 
~T2 I y (t)Sin w0 t + ~ n(t)Sin w0t, k=l k T ( 3 0 9) 
At time iT, the outputs of the I&D detector of both the upper 




Z I (t) dt 
1 
/2 ~ fiT IT L yk(t)Cos wot dt + 
T k=l (i-1) T 
n 
L Ik ( i) + n c ( i) , 
k=l 
rT z 2 1 (t) dt 
(i-1) T 













Ik(i) !:::. AfT yk(t)Cos w0t dt, (3.14) 
(i-1) T 
IIk(i) !:::. AfT yk(t)Sin w0t dt, = (3.15) 
(i-1) T 
n {i) !:::. AfT n(t)Cos w0t dt, c ( 3 .16) 
(i-1) T 
and 
n (i) !:::. AfT n{t)Sin w0t dt. s (3.17) 
(i-1) T 
Now define !:::. 'IT 'IT !:::. z 1 (i) jz2 (i) 
!:::. (i) ( i) . cp. p. -- 4' z. + and n. n + jn 1. 1. 2 1. 1. c s 
From Appendix A we know 
n 
-jcf>. k 
z. I 1.- + n.., (3.18) 1. k=O eke 1. 
where 
- IE r (1 - hl)h(x kT)e jw 0x (3.19) ck + dx. T 
-T 
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The complex discrete form of (3.18) is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
B. Upper Bound for the Error Probability 
Finding the exact error probability for the general case of a 
QPSK system with ISI and WGN is extremely difficult. Therefore, an 
upper bound for the probability of error at the output of the l&D 
correlator without an equalizer is calculated. As shown before, the 
complex model of the output of the I&D detector is 
n 
z. 







IE lxl jwox (1 - ---)e h(x + kT)dx T 
-T 
ak + jbk, k=O, 1, 2, ... ,n, 
n. 
l 







k=0 1 l 1 2 1 ••• 1 n. 






L (akCos ¢i-k + bkSin ¢i-k) + nc(i) 
k=O 
n 
(a0cos ¢i + b 0Sin ¢i) + L (akCos ¢i-k + bkSin ¢i-k) + nc(i) 1 k=l 
(3.22) 
n 
L (b Cos ¢. k - a Sin ¢. k) + n (i) k 1- k 1- s 
k=O 
n 
(b 0cos ¢i - a 0sin ¢i) + L (bkCos ¢i-k - akSin ¢i-k) + ns(i). k=l 
X 
n 





Y L (bkCos ~i-k- akSin ~i-k). 
k=l 




where a 0 , B0 are the desired signals, X and Y are intersymbol 
interference terms, and n (i) and n (i) are statistically independent 
c s 
Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance N0;2. 
Figure 3.3 shows the signal space for the QPSK system. Consider 
point Q located in region R1 with coordinates z 1 = a 0 + X + nc and 
Given the transmitted signal p. = l, the error 
l.. 
probability of the received signal is defined as 
P (E jl) l) 
or 
P (E jl) l) 











, ------1 , 
,,' ~ 
AXIS 
Figure 3.3 . Signal Space Representation of QPSK 
Signal with lSI and WGN. 
y(3,2) 1) ' 
y(3,4) 1) • 
Eq. (3.27) yields 






y(3,2) Pr(z1 < o]p. .1. 1) 
Pr(a0 + x + n < o]p. 1) c .1. 
Pr(a' + X + n < 0) ' (3.31) c 
and 
y(3,4) Pr(z2 < o]p. 1) .1. 
Pr(S 0 + Y + n < o]p. 1) s .1. 
Pr(S' + y + n 
s 
< 0) ' (3.32) 
where a' = (ao + bo)//2, s I = (a0 - b 0 ) ;/2 and 
If If If If If (3.31) (3.32), cp. 
=pi 2 -- = 1 . --- = 4• From Eqs . and we know 
.1. 4 2 4 
a' and S' are known values, X and Y are functions of unknown random 
variables cp. , k=l,2, ... ,n, <P. and cp. are statistically independent 
.1.-k .1. J 
{ +If + 3 'Tf } f ·~ · equally probable with the value -4' -~ or .l.rJ· Referring to 
Prabhu [35] and Saltzberg [2], the Chernoff bounds are 
y(3,2) 
and 
Pr(a' +X+ n < 0) 
c 
Pr(X + n 
c 
< - a ') 
21 
y(3,4) Pr(S' + Y + n < 0) 
s 
Pr (Y + n < -S ') 
s 
22 




E{exp -A 1 L (akCos ¢i-k + bkSin ¢i-k)} k=l 
n 
IT E{exp -A 1 (akCos ¢i-k + bkSin ¢i-k)} k=l 
. ~ {+n 3n } S1nce ~i-ks -4' ±~ are equally probable, using the identities 
1 1 1 Cosh x = 2(exp-x + exp x) and ~osh(x+y) + ~osh(x-y) = Cosh x 





k=l,2, ..• ,n. (3. 38) 
Substituting (3.38) into (3 . 37) and using (3.35)-(3 . 37) in (3.33), 
we obtain 
(3.39) 
Similarly, we have 
(3.40) 
Using the two inequalities [35] 
Cosh x 2 exp(lxl>, (3.41) 
24 
and 
2 Cosh x < exp(x /2), (3.42) 
Eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) become 
< exp{-A a' A~N0/4 l lakl 1 lbkl y(3,2) + + A 12 I +A - L l 1 1 12 !::. !::. 
a b 







jbkl y(3,4) < exp{-A B' + A2N0/4 + A2 12 I +A - L 2 2 l2 A A 
a b 
.!_A2 I 2 .!_A2 I 2 + ak + bk}, A > 0, (3.44) 4 2 4 2 2 
!I.e !I.e 
a b 
where !::. !::.b, !::.c 
c A Ab, Ac 
c {1,2, ... ,n}, 
a' a' b.b, a' a' Ab are subsets of S = 
and !::.c means the complement of the set !::. • The optimum choice of 
a a 
these subsets is discussed by Saltzberg [ 2] . Minimizing the right 
sides of Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) with respective to Al and A2 subject 
to the constraints A1 ~ 0 and A2 ~ 0, it is easy to get the optimal 
values, i . e . , to minimize the right hand side of the inequalities 








N 0 /2 + 
0 
0 

















Substituting (3.45) and (3.46) into (3.39) and (3.40), respectively, 
we have 
1 1~1 +I 2 [a' - -ci lbkl)] 
121-':. /_l.b a 
exp - 2 b2) No + <I ak + I k 
1-':.c [I.e 
a b y(3,2) < 
a' - <I lakl +I lbkl )//2 ~ 0 
[I. /_l.b a 
0 otherwise (3.47) 
25 
and 
rs' - _!_<I I akl + I lbki>J2 12l\ J\b a exp - 2 2 No + <I ak + I bk) 
Ac J\c 
y(3,4) < a b 
S' - <I I akl + I lbkl) ;12 > 0 
J\ J\b a 
0 otherwise, (3.48) 
Noting that P(Eil) < y(3,2) + y(3,4) results in the upper bound for 
the error probability. 
C. State Variable Approach and Discrete Complex Kalman Filter 
Equalizer 
Lawrence and Kaufman [31] used the discrete Kalman filter as an 
equalizer for digital binary transmission in the presence of noise 
and intersymbol interference. In this dissertation a Kalman filter 
equalizer for QPSK systems with additive white Gaussian noise and 
intersymbol interference is derived using complex state variables. 
The model chosen to represent the channel is a complex-weighted 
n-tapped delay line with constant time delays as shown in Fig. 3.2. 







- - - - T (w. ,w. 1 ,w. 2 , ... ,w. ) , 1. 1.- I.- J.-n (3.49) 
26 
and - T c 
Using (3.49) into (3.18), the channel output at time i can be 








where z. is the complex measured output (a scalar), C is a lx(n+l) 
1 
row vector of complex channel coefficients, W. is an (n+l)xl complex 
.l.. 
state vector, n. is scalar complex Gaussian defines as 
1 
n. n (i) + jn (i) 
1 c s 
where n (i) and n (i) are defined by Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), 
c s 
respectively. Its second moments are 
0, for all i,k, 
and 
where 
= {1, for i=k 0 i,k 0, for i~k, 
-and nk* is the conjugate transponse of nk. 
( 3. 51) 
(3.52) 
The dynamics of the message source can thus be represented by 
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( 3. 54) 
( 3. 55) 
-n. is a 
1 
complex Gaussian random variable, and w. and n. are uncorrelated, we 
1 1 
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Referring to Appendix B, we obtain the optimal discrete Kalman 
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where W. is the estimate of W., K. is a complex time varying Kalman 
1 1 1 
gain, P. is error covariance matrix at time i (i.e., 
1 
" 
P. = E{(W. - W.) (W. - W.)*}, and P. I. 1 is the predicted error 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]_-
covariance matrix, Eq. (3.57) illustrates that this complex discrete 
Kalman filter is developed in a recursive manner so that the estimate 
at time i is equal to the predicted estimate made at time i-1 plus a 
correction factor that is the product of a time-varying complex gain 
and the error in the predicted measurements. The resulting general 
form for the filter is diagrammed in Fig. 3.4. 
To find the exact error probability at the output of the 
decision device when using the Kalman filter equalizer is quite 
difficult. As in the previous section, an upper bound for the error 
probability for the steady-state Kalman equalizer can be evaluated. 




k 0 . c z. - c F w. 1 > 1 1 ]_-
n 
30 
kocowi + L kO~k(;i-k- wi-k) + koni, 
k=l 
(3.63) 
~ ~ ~ T ~ h r K (k k k ) k is the steady-state value of k 0 ; and wee i Oi li··· ni ' 0 ~ 
A A A A T w. = (w. ,w. 1 , ... ,w. ) In Eq. (3.63) the first term is the 1 1 1.- 1n 
desired signal multiplied by the factor k 0c 0 , the second term is the 




Figure 3 . 4 . Complex Discrete Kalman Filter Equalizer . 
A 
ei-k ~ wi-k- wi-k' k=l,2, . .. ,n. 
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Let x. and Re(w.) andy. 
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a II + 
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X I + 
k n '' c 
y I 
k + n ' s ' 
(3.64) 




0'.0 II Re(k0c 0wi> 1 
B II 
0 Im<i<0 C: 0wi> 1 
xk I Re(k0;;kei-k> 1 k=l 1 2 1 ••• 1 n 1 
yk I Im(k0ckei-k> 1 k=l 1 2 1 ••• 1 n 1 
n I Re(k0ni) 1 c 
and n I Im(k.0ni). s 
Let the complex numbers k 01 ck1 ei-k and ni be written as 
-ck ak + jbk 1 k=0 1 l 1 2 1 ••• 1 n 1 
ei-k 1R + jei-k1I 1 
and 
n. n (i) + jn (i). 
l c s 
Given p. = 1 1 then w. = exp(-j~.) = exp(-j(~ l l l 2 
Substituting (3.69) into (3.68) 1 we obtain 
~)) 




( 3. 70) 
Yk I qk I e . k + qk Re . -k I k= 1 I 2 I • • • I n I 
I l- IR I l I I 
and 
n 1 k n + k n 1 
s I c R s 
where we define 
and (3.71) 
The Gaussian random variables n 1 and n 1 have zero mean and variance 
c s 
2 2 2 2 2 
cr = (k + k )cr 1 where o = N /2 is the power spectral density of the 
c R I 0 
n 
additive WGN n(t). 
n 




Y 1 are unknown random variables 
k 
(not Gaussian) and we know no 
knowledge of the probability density function (p.d.f.) of x. andy .. 
l l 





P (E jl) 
Pr{point(~. ,y.)cR2 + R3 jp. 1. 1. 1. 
Pr(~. < 0 p. 
1. 1. 
1) 
Pr(y. < ojp. 
1 1 
1) 
probability of error given p. 
1. 








As before we know the Chernoff upper bounds of (3.72) and (3.73) are 
n 
y' (2,3) < exp(-A. 1 'a 0 ")exp(A. 1 • 2a~/2)E{exp(-A. 1 ' I Xk')} k=l 
and 
In Appendix C it is shown that a bound for the average error 
probability of the Kalman equalizer given p. 
1. 








(a II) 2 
exp{- 0 } 2 2 n 
a + E [ ( I X I) 2] c k k=l 
y(3,2) < 
for ao II > 0 




exp{- 0 } 2 2 n yk I) 2] a + E [ ( I c k=l 
y(3,4) < 
for s0 
II > 0 
1 otherwise. (3.79) 
D. Computer Simulations and Examples 
n 2 n 2 
In general, it is not easy to find E{( L Xk 1 ) } and E{ ( L Yk 1 ) } 
k=l k=l 
for use in Eqs. (3.78) and (3.79). We can replace these two terms by 
n 2 n 2 
sample means ( L X 1 ) and ( L Yk 1 ) , respectively. If we select 
k=l k k=l 
a large enough number N, using Eq. (3.70), we have 
N n 
1 I { < I 
N i=l k=l 
n 




E{ ( I 
k=l 
where ei-k 
and e. k 
l- , I 
n N n 
yk') 2} I y ') 2 1 I { ( I yk') 2} ::: 
k=l k N i=l k=l 
N n 1 I { I (q e. 2 N + qk , Rei-k , I) } ' i=l k=l k,I l-k,R 
~ 
wi-k- wi-k' i=l,2, ... ,N, k=l,2, ... ,n, ei-k,R Re (e. k) , l-
Im(ei-k). Thus ei-k,R and ei-k,I can be calculated by 
simulation at each step. Therefore, we obtain the average error 
probability of the Kalman equalizer given p, 1 l 
P (E jl) < y(3,2) + y(3,4), ( 3. 80) 
where 
1 
(a ") 2 
exp{- 0 } 2 n 2 ( I ') 2 (J + xk c k=l 
y(3,2) < 
for ao II > 0 
1 otherwise, (3.81) 
and 
1 
(B II) 2 
exp{- 0 } 2 n 
y I) 2 2 ( I (J + c k=l k y(3,4) < 
for so 
II > 0 
1 otherwise. (3.82) 
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As an example, consider a QPSK system operating in a two 
component multipath channel with additive Gaussian noise. The 
received signal plus noise is 
y (t) s ( t) + n ( t) 
rec 
(3.83) 
where str(t) is the transmitted signal illustrated earlier in 
Eq. (3.1), S is the attenuation and T is the delay of the multipath 
channel. Eq. (3.83) can be written as 
y (t) s (t)*h(t) + n(t) 
tr 
where h(t) is the linear, time-invariant impulse response 
h (t) 8 ( t) + S 8 ( t - T) • 
Substituting (3.85) into (3.19), we know 
ck IE r (1 - \x\/T)h(x + kT)e jw0x dx, k=O,l 
-T 
IE r \x \ /T)8{x + kT)e jw0x dx (l -
-T 




jw 0x dx. 
Since ck ak + jbk, k~O , l, we can easily find 
and 
2~mf0T. Therefore, we have 
the measurement equation 
and system equation 
where 
~ T ~ 
z. C W. + n . , 
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A random number generator was used to generate a sequence of 
transmitted signals {p.}, i=l,2, ... , where p. is an element of the 
l l 
set {1,2,3,4} with equally likely probability. The additive in phase 
channel noise n (i) and quadrature channel noise n (i) were 
c s 
introduced by a Gaussian random number generator with zero mean and 
variance N0/2. With n 0 = f 0T = 123, N = 1000 and normalized energy 
E = 1, the flow diagram of the Kalman equalizer simulation is shown 
in Fig. 3.5, and the calculation of the exact error probability from 
the output of an I&D detector without equalizer is shown in 
Appendix D. 
Figures 3.6-3.10 are the probability of error character P 
e 
versus the signal-to-noise-ratio: E/N0 for fixed values m = 0.1, 0.3, 
0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. We can see that for larger S, the detector with 
Kalman equalizer has a better performance than the detector without 
equalizer. Figure 3.11 shows the degradation versus S when error 
probability is equal to 10-4 , where degradation in db is defined as 
the increase in the signal-to-noise ratio E/N0 when ISI is present, 
over the signal-to-noise ratio required for the specified probability 
of error when no ISI is present . It clearly shows that when B is 
greater than 0.4, the degradation without equalizer is much worse 
than the degradation with. Kalman equalization. When m = 0.9, 
S = 0.9, Fig. 3.10 shows that the performance with the Kalman 
equalizer is worse than without the equalizer. The reason is we 
39 
have a very loose upper bound by neglecting higher order error terms 
in the series expansion. Figures 3.12-3.16 show error probability 
Pe versus E/N0 for fixed values B = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, and 
Fig. 3.17 shows the degradation versus m when the error probability 
-4 is equal to 10 These oscillating curves show the Kalman equalizer 
yields better performance than no equalizer for small m and large B. 
The error probability P for QPSK without ISI can be obtained 
e 
from Eq. (2.7). We can also calculate the exact error probability 
for the two component multipath channel with no equalizer from 
Eqs. (D.l2), (D.l5) and (D.l6). Using Kalman filter algorithm 
Eqs. (3.57)-(3.62) and Eqs. (3.70)-(3.71), (3.81), (3.82) the upper 
bound error probability of Kalman equalizer was evaluated, by 
computer simulation using Eq. (3.80), i.e., P(Ejl) < y(3,2) + 
y(3,4). For the adaptive Kalman equalizer (see Section IV), the 
channel parameter identification algorithm Eqs. (4.7)-(4.11) and 
adaptive filter algorithm Eqs. (4.13)-(4.18), was used to find the 
channel parameters. The upper bound for the probability of error 
was then found using Eq. (3.80). These equations are used to 
calculate the corresponding curves in Fig. 3.6-3.17. 
In Fig. 3.6, when E/N0 is less than 9 db the performance of 
QPSK with ISI when m = 0.1 and B = 0.1 and no equalizer is used. 
This means that for small SNR the ISI term may reinforce the 
reception of data. As B increases, Fig. 3.6 shows that for all SNR, 
performance with the Kalman equalizer (or adaptive equalizer) is 
superior to the performance without equalizer for high SNR. For 
40 
m = 0.1 (Fig. 3.6), the curves indicate that the P with the 
e 
Kalman equalizer is greater than P without the equalizer. This 
e 
result may be introduced by the loose upper bound on the calculated 
error probability of the Kalman equalizer. On the Figs . 3.6-3.10 
and Figs. 3.12-3.16, (A), (B), (C) and (D) mean the tests of A, B, 
C and D of the adaptive equalizer, respectively. This will be 
illustrated in the next section (Tables l-5) . 
In Figures 3.6-3.10 and 3.12-3.16, m = T/T, E/N0 is the direct 
path signal-to-noise ratio where E is the energy content of direct 
path signal component and N0/2 is the two sided power spectral 
density of additive WGN n(t). 
41 
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IV. UNKNOWN CHANNEL FOR QPSK SYSTEM WITH ISI AND WGN 
A. Adaptive Kalman Equalizer With Decision Feedback 
-In a practical system, the channel coefficients C are usually 
unknown and time-invariant (or slowly time-varying). We cannot 
use the Kalman equalizer as described by Eqs. (3.57)-(3.62), since 
all elements of C have to be identified correctly. In such a case 
an adaptive equalizer is needed. We write a discrete formula for 
C as [31] 
i.e. , 
c. l 1.+ c. , i=l , 2 , 3 , ••• l. 
ck(i), k=O,l,2, ... ,n, i=l,2,3, ... 
( 4 .1) 
Using the decision feedback point of view [19] ,[22], we assume 
all the decision are correct for sufficiently a high signal-to-noise 








- T A 
c ( i ) ] , and ¢ . 
n l. 
1.. 
A l 1 pi2n - ~ is the output 
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estimate of C. , 
l. 





w. ) • 1-n ( 4. 5) 
Eq. (4.2) can be written as 
z. ::: W.C. + n .. 
1 1 1 1 
Combining (4.1) and (4.6), we can easily get the identification 












c. 1 + K: <i> cz. 1- c 1 w.c. 1)' 1 1-
p (i-l)~[W.P (i-1)~ N ]-l 
c 1 1 c 1 + 0 ' 
[I - K {i)W. ]P (i-1)' 
c 1 c 
( 4. 6) 
( 4. 7) 
(4. 8) 
(4.9) 
( 4. 10) 
(4.11) 
where K (i) is the complex gain matrix, P (i) is the error covariance 
c c 
matrix, and c0 and v 0 are to be chosen. Using the identification 
algorithm Eqs. (4.7)-(4.11), we know, in the steady-state, the 
identification algorithm has the estimate C. 1 very close to the 1-
real channel coefficients C, and Eq. (3.50) may be written as 
-T-
z. c w. + n. 1 1 1 
-T-
c.w. + n. 1 1 1 
-T -
c. 1w. + n. 1- 1 1 
~T -
~ c. 1w. + n. ( 4 .12) 1- 1 1 
Using the same development as for Eqs. (3.57)-(3.62), from (3.54) 
and (4.12) we have the adaptive Kalman equalizer equations 
w. 
1 
" E'W. 1 + R. Cz. 1- 1 1 
"'T A 




- o oT - o -1 
P · I · 1c · 1 < c · 1P · I · 1c · 1 + No> ' 1 1- 1- 1- 1 1- 1-
- - T T 
P. I. 1 = F P. lF + G G ' 1 1- 1-
:P. 
1 
- ~T -(I - K.C . 1 )P.I. l' 1 1- 1 1-
and 
Eqs. (4.7)-(4.11) and (4.13)-(4.18) are for on-line computation. 
Since c is time-invariant and c. 1 is determined from previously 1-
A 
( 4 .13) 
( 4 .14) 
(4.15) 
( 4 .16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 




In other words, using decision feedback and the observed 
data z., we can train the computer to identify the unknown channel 
l 
coefficients C and to estimate the complex state vector W.. The 
l 
block diagram of the adaptive equalizer is shown in Fig. 4.1. In 
the steady-state, the estimated channel coefficients C approximate 
the true vector C, and the error probability (or upper bound) for 
the adaptive equalizer may be found by the same procedure developed 
for the Kalman equalizer. 
B. Optimum Selection of the Initial Conditions 
Application of the Kalman filter to channel equalization 
requires 1) a knowledge of the initial state variable estimate and 
the initial covariance matrix, and 2) a knowledge of the channel 
impulse response. For the adaptive case, if the initial estimates 
are outside the feasible region to admit convergence, the adaptive 
Kalman filter will diverge. In the equalization context, a 
divergent situation will not necessarily mean an unstable condition. 
Rather, the system error will run away. Correctly choosing the 
initial condition is very important for starting the adaptive 
equalizer. In the previous section, all prior statistics w0 , P 0 , 
c
0
, and Pc(O) were assumed to be known, and the adaptive equalizer 
converged. In this section, we treat the problem with no knowledge 
of any prior statistics, and we must choose all the initial 
conditions appropriately. 
Since p.£{1,2,3,4} with equal probability, and p. and p. are 
l l J 
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Figure 4.1. Adaptive Discrete Kalman Equalizer. 
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w )*} 0 
(4 .19) 
(4.20) 
Since C is an unknown constant (time-invariant), we don't have 
any knowledge about its initial state, c0 , and initial covariance 
-
matrix, Pc(O). Choosing c 0 as in a perfect channel (i.e., no 
intersymbol interference) may sometimes cause the adaptive equalizer 
-to diverge; this will be illustrated later in the examples. c0 and 
P (0) may be determined from the first (n+l) observed data values 
c 
and feedback decisions based on the minimum mean-square error 
estimate, where (n+l) is the finite number of channel taps, and all 
decisions are assumed correct. Rewrite Eq. (3.18): 
n 
-j¢. k 
I 1-z. eke + n. 1 1 k=O 
n 
I -ckwi-k + n.' 1 k=O 
.., 
where wi-k exp(-j¢i-k) and ck, k=O,l,2, ... ,n, are (n+l) unknown 
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time-invariant channel coefficients. Observation of the first (n+l) 
received signal results in the sequence zl,z2, ... ,zn+l' where 
(4.21) 
Assume w. = 0 fori < 0 and (n+l) correct feedback decisions, i.e. , 
l 




z = z2 Z 1 ) I n+ 
~ 0 0 0 
~ ~ 
wl 0 0 •.•• 0 
~ ~ ~ 
w3 w2 wl 0 •••. 0 H 
1!:) ~ A ~ 
w 
n+l w w n-1 · · · · · wl n 
<nl 
- T 
n n2 nn+l) ' 
c <co - ) T I and cl c2 c n 
Therefore, (4.21) can be written as 
z = H C + n, (4.23) 
6 2 
where 
E(n n*> ( 4. 24) 
since E(n.n.*) = N0o ... Referring to Miller [50], we have the 1 J 11 J 
c omplex least squares estimate 
A. z, (4. 25) 
where (4 . 26) 
- - -1 
assuming (H*H) exists. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.23) b y H*, 
results in 
H*z H*H c + H*~, 
- - -1 - - c - - -1 - -o r (H*H) H*z + (H*H) H*n, 
o r A z = c + A n. 
Substituting (4.25) into (4.27), we have 
c - c A n. 
Therefore, the initial covariance matrix becomes 
or, using (4.24), 




E{ (C - C) (C - C)* } 
(4. 27) 
( 4. 28) 
(4.29) 
To apply this algorithm, first choose the starting initial 
-
state variable c0 (assuming a perfect channel) and initial covariance 
matrix Pc(O). After a received data sequence {zl z2 ... zn+l } 
and assumed correct decision feedback p1 ,p2 , ... ,pn+l' we start to 
use the new prior statistics of Eqs. (4.25) and (4.29), and the 















- -A z, 
- -T - - -JI' -1 
P (i-1) w. <w. P (i-1) w. + N
0
) , 
c l l c l 
(I - K (i)W. )P (i-1) 
c l c 
i .:::._ n+2, 
( 4. 30) 
The performance using initial conditions adjusted by decision 
feedback is much better than choosing arbitrary intial conditions. 
This will show in the examples of the next section. 
C. Computer Simulations and Examples 
Consider the same examples as before, except we are going to 
identify the unknown channel coefficients c 0 and c1 . Set n 0 = 123, 
E = 1 a = 1 a = b = b = 0 and 




Test A and Test B use the intial values v1 




The error probability P (upper bound) versus signal-to-noise ratio 
e 
E/~0 for varying S and m are listed in Tables 1 to 5 where S and m 
are defined in Section III. 
Test C uses decision feedback to adjust the starting values of 
C and P by complex minimum mean-square error estimates. From 
Eq. (4.26) we know 
w* 0 
- - -1- 1 
A (H*H) H* 
-2-









and P1 and p 2 are the first two feedback decisions. The new 
starting initial values from step 3 are 
c .A z, 
and 
p ( 3) 
c 
where 
If the first two feedback decisions are correct or assumed known, 
this is the Test D shown in Tables 1-5. 
Tables 1-5 show that the choice of initial conditions is very 
important. Arbitrarily selecting the starting points may cause the 
system to diverge or fail to identify the channel coefficients. For 
large S we know some of the Tests A and B fail. In other words the 
performance of Test C and Test D are superior to arbitrary selection 
of the initial conditions (e.g., Test A or Test B). The performance 
of the adaptive equalizer is close to the Kalman equalizer (known 
channel), as shown in Fig. 3.6-3.10 and Fig. 3.12-3.17. This means 
that for steady-state and appropriately chosen initial conditions, 
the estimated channel coefficients approximate the true values. 
With m = 0.3 and S = 0.5 (Table 3), when E/N0 = 13 db, we know 
Test B fails, i.e., choosing Vl = V2 lOOI we are unable to identify 
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all channel parameters. Form = 0.5, B = 0.9 and E/NO = 13 db, we 
know both tests A and C fail. This means that by choosing 
arbitrary initial values, incorrect decision feedback may incorrectly 
identify the channel parameters. 
Tables 1-5 give the performance of the adaptive Kalman equalizer 
as found by computer simulation. For all tables n 0 = 123 and E = 1. 
For all cases the initial values are a 0 = 1, a 1 = b 0 = b 1 = O, 
( 1 .1)' 
.1 1 
and P 2 ( 0 -.1)· 
.1 0 
For tests A the starging values used are 
.!_, 
while for tests B the starting values used are 
100!. 
For tests C and D the starting values used are 
( 1 .1)' 
.1 2 
and v
2 ( 0 -.1)· 
.1 0 
Decision feedback is used in tests C to adjust the estimates of C 
and P by using the complex minimum mean-square error estimates. 
c 
Tests D give the results obtained with a test signal, or if the first 
n decisions are assumed correct. 
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Table 1. Performance of Adaptive Kalman Equalizer form 0.1. 




0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
(db) A: .7754 A: .8121 A: .7979 A: FAIL 3 A: .9559 
C: .7352 C: .6352 
5 A: .4453 A: .4794 A: .4661 A: FAIL A: .3247 
C: .4093 C: .3246 
7 A: .1849 A: .2078 A: .1987 A: FAIL A: .1119 
C: .1617 C: .1119 
9 A: .4594E-l A: .5528E-1 A: .5147E-l A: FAIL A: .2069E-l C: .3709E-l C: .2069E-l 
11 A: .5044E-2 A: .6761E-2 A: .6036E-2 A: FAIL A: .1421E-2 C: .3589E-2 C: .1422E-2 
13 A: .1517E-3 A: .2414E-3 A: .2016E-3 A: FAIL A: .2031E-4 C: .8841E-4 C: .2039E-4 
A: .5702E-6 A: .1193E-5 A: .8961E-6 A: FAIL A: .2335E-7 15 C: .2421E-7 C: .2363E-7 
A: .9120E-10 A: .2928E-9 A: .1867E-9 A: FAIL A: .5867E-12 17 C: .2370E-10 C: .6070E-12 
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Table 2. Performance of Adaptive Kalman Equalizer for m 0.3. 
m=0.3 Chernoff Upper Bound of p 
e 
~~ 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
(db) A: .6574 A: .5063 A: .3758 A: FAIL A: FAIL 3 
C: .2690 C: .1859 
5 A: .3430 A: .2264 A: .1409 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
C: .8276E-l C: .4590E-l 
7 A: .1222 A: .6320E-l A: .2974E-l A: FAIL A: FAIL 
C: .1276E-l C: .4998E-2 
9 A: .2384E-l A: .8366E-2 A: .2529E-2 A: FAIL A: FAIL C: .6599E-3 C: .1496E-3 
11 A: .1782E-2 A: .3384E-3 A: .5075E-4 A: FAIL A: FAIL C: .3620E-5 C: .5825E-6 
A: .2915E-4 A: .2092E-5 A: .1038E-6 A: FAIL A: FAIL 13 C: .3620E-8 C: .9269E-10 
A: .4149E-7 A: .6347E-9 A: .5473E-ll A: FAIL A: FAIL 15 C: .2807E-13 C: .9624E-16 
A: .1453E-ll A: .1999E-14 A: .1158E-17 A: FAIL A: FAIL 17 C: .3343E-21 C: .6642E-25 
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Table 3. Performance of Adaptive Kalman Equalizer form 0.5. 
m=0.5 Chernoff Upper Bound of p 
e ·~s 0.1 0.3 0 .5 0.7 0.9 E/No, 
(db) A: .8154 A: .9819 A: 1 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
3 B: FAIL C: 1 C: FAIL 
C: 1 D: 1 D: 1 
A: .4823 A: .6472 A: .8502 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
5 C: .8502 C: 1 C: FAIL 
D: 1 D: 1 
A: .2098 A: .3335 A: .5134 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
7 B: FAIL C: .7719 C: FAIL 
C: .5152 D: .8625 D: 1 
A: .5610E-l A: .1165 A: .2294 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
9 B: FAIL C: .4383 C: FAIL 
C: .2288 D: .4402 D: 1 
A: .6919E-2 A: .2192E-l A: .6358E-1 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
11 B: FAIL C: .1757 C: FAIL 
C: .6300E-l D: .1759 D: .7447 
A: .2504E-3 A: .1551E-2 A: .8311E-2 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
13 B: FAIL C: .4078E-l C: FAIL 
C: .8088E-2 D: .4061E-l D: .4188 
A: .l264E-5 A: .2293E-4 A: .3300E-3 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
15 B: FAIL C: FAIL C: FAIL 
C: .3060E-3 D: .4068E-2 D: .7979E-l 
A: .3214E-9 A: .3182E-7 A: .2235E-5 A: FAIL A: FAIL 
17 B: FAIL C: FAIL C: FAIL 
C: .l830E-5 D: .1342E-3 D: .1586E-l 
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Table 4. Performance of Adaptive Kalman Equalizer form 0.7. 




0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
(db) A: .7052 A: .6448 A: .5947 A: FAIL B: .5287 
3 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .5593 D: .5346 
A: .3130 A: .3312 A: .2892 A: FAIL B: .2369 
5 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .2599 D: .2426 
A: .1455 A: .1149 A: .9168E-l A: FAIL B: .6687E-l 
7 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .7664E-1 D: .6994E-1 
A: .3140E-l A: .2142E-l A: .1481E-l A: FAIL B: .9616E-2 
9 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .1126E-1 D: .1059E-l 
A: .2756E-2 A: .1492E-2 A: .8335E-3 A: FAIL B: .5380E-3 
11 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .5829E-3 D: .6726E-3 
A: .5817E-4 A: .2199E-4 A: .9248E-5 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
13 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .6669E-5 D: .1369E-4 
A: .1245E-6 A: .2731E-7 A: .8664E-8 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
15 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .8706E-8 D: .6221E-7 
A: .8285E-ll A: .8439E-12 A: .2632E-12 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
17 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .6308E-12 D: .5546E-l0 
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Table 5. Performance of Adaptive Kalman Equalizer form 0.9. 
m=0.9 Chernoff Upper Bound of p 
e 
,~s 
E/N0 , 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
(db) A: .7461 A: .7728 A: .8240 A: .9275 B: 1 3 C: FAIL C: 1 
D: .9158 D: 1 
A: .4187 A: .4415 A: .4916 A: FAIL B: .7953 
5 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .6023 D: 1 
A: .1675 A: .1810 A: .2175 A: FAIL B: .6633 
7 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .3316 D: .6697 
A: .3921E-l A: .4395E-l A: .6179E-l A: FAIL B: .5441 
9 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .1522 D: .6044 
A: .3917E-2 A: .4681E-2 A: .9230E-2 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
11 C: FAIL C: .5811 
D: .5984E-l D: .5382 
A: .1015E-3 A: .1370E-3 A: .5479E-3 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
13 C: FAIL C: FAIL 
D: .2059E-l D: .4148 
A: .3017E-6 A: .5201E-6 A: .8279E-5 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
15 C: .1733E-1 C: FAI L 
D: . 6504E-2 D: 1 
A: .3366E-10 A: .9502E-10 A: .1930E-7 A: FAIL B: FAIL 
17 C: .7577E-2 C: FAIL 
I D: .2126E-2 D: .9537 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
A. Conclusions 
The discrete complex Kalman filter was considered as an 
equalizer for quadrature phase shift keyed (QPSK) systems in the 
presence of additive noise and ISI. For a known linear time-invariant 
channel with finite duration impulse response, the finite n-dimensional 
complex Kalman equalizer is able to reduce the degradation caused by 
ISI. When the channel is unknown, an adaptive Kalman equalizer can 
be used in which the complex channel tap gains are estimated by 
decision feedback. Arbitrary selection of the initial conditions may 
cause the system to diverge or fail to identify the channel 
coefficients. Based on the first (n+l)-feedback decisions, we can 
A A 
appropriately select the initial conditions C and P and assure 
c 
convergence. A QPSK system operating in a two component multipath 
channel is used as an example. Using the Chernoff upper bound to 
calculate the error probabilities, the computer simulation shows 
that both the Kalman filter equalizer and adaptive equalizer have 
superior performance to the integrate-and-dump correlator with no 
equalizer. 
The Kalman equalizer (or adaptive equalizer) is easy to implement 
digitally. All complex tap gains and the complex Kalman gains can be 
readily computed. The adaptive equalizer performance is improved 
by an optimum selection technique for the initial values. 
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B. Suggestions for Further Work 
Finding a tighter upper bound for the error probability with 
equalizer, either by analytical methods or with computer 
simulation, is an interestingresearch area. There are two possible 
ways to work on the tighter bound of P(Ejl). One way would be 
taking higher order error terms of Eq. (C.9) for a tighter bound 
of y(3,2) and y(3,4). The other way is to compute Pr(QER3 jpi = 1) 
of Eq. (3.27) using the term we neglected. 
For an unknown time-invariant channel, an adaptive equalizer 
for QPSK systems using the gradient method has been investigated [49]. 
Since we know selecting initial condition is important for 
estimating channel parameters, the starting point of a gradient 
algorithm might use the optimum values from decision feedback. 
If the number of interfering symbols is increased, i.e., the 
number of tap gains n is greater than 2, the comparison of system 
performance between Kalman equalizer (or adaptive equalizer) and 
with no equalizer is needed. 
Extension of the adaptive equalizer to unknown-time-varying 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (3.18) AND (3.19) 
Reproducing (3.14) and (3.15), here for convenience, 





where k-1,2, ... ,n. Using (3.6) in (A.l), we obtain 




~ rT rT 
(i-l)T (k-l)T 





h(u)cos[2w t .· 0u + p(t-u)-2 - -4 ]dudt 0 -
'IT 'IT h(u)Cos[w0u- p(t-u)2 + 4ldudt. 





~rT 'T h(u){J 1 Cos[2w0t- w0u + ~(t-u)]dt } du 
(k-1) T (i-1) T 
+ ~ rT ' T h(u){J 1 Cos[w0u- ~(t-u))dt}du 
(k-1) T (i-l)T 
















The inside integrals of (A.4) and (A.S) can be divided into two parts 
by carrying out the first integration from (i-l)T to (i-l)T + u 
- (k-l)T and the second integration from (i-l)T + u - (k-l)T t o iT. 
7T 1T When (i-l)T < t ~ (i-l)T + u - (k-l)T, we use p{t-u)i- ~ = 
(pi-k 
7T ~) 6 ¢. k; when (i-l)T - (k-1) T < t < iT, + u we use 2 4 1-
1T 7T 
(pi-k+l 





h(u){ Cos(w0u- ¢i-k)dt}du 
(k-1) T (i-l)T 
+ ~ rT .T h{u){J 1 Cos(w0u - ~i-k+l)dt}du 
(k-1) T (i-l)T+u-(k-l)T 




IE JkT + {~ 
T 
(k-1) T 
IE JkT + {-
T 
(k-1) T 




h(u) [u- (k-l)T]Cos(w0u)du}Cos ¢i-k 
h(u) [u- (k-l)T]Sin(w0u)du}Sin ¢i-k 
h(u) [kT- u]Cos(w 0u)du}Cos ¢i-k+l 




~ rT 'T h(u){r 
(k-1) T (i-1)T 
~tT J
(i-1)T+u-(k-1)T 
h(u){ Cos(2w0t- w0u + ~i-k)dt}du (k-1) T (i-1)T 
' T /F. JkT +~ 
T du h(u){J
1 
Cos(2w 0 t - w0u + ~. )dt}du I.-k+1 (k-1) T (i-1)T+u-(k-1)T 
where we define 
I~y & ~ tT 
(k-1) T 
and 
IB 6 IE JkT 





h(u){ Cos(2w 0t- w0u + ~i-k)dt}du, 
(i-1)T (A. 8) 
J
(i-1)T 
h(u){ Cos(2w0t- w0u + ~i-k+1 )dt}du. 
(i-1)T+u-(k-1)T (A. 9 ) 
Using Cos(A-B) = Cos A Cos B + Sin A Sin B, Sin 2w 0iT = 0, and 
Cos 2w 0iT = 1 (w 0T = 2nf0T = 2nn0 , for n 0 some fixed integer) (A.8) 
becomes 
A = /ET JkT Iky J
(i-l)T+u-(k-l)T 
h(u)Cos(w 0u- ~i-k) Cos(2w 0t)dt du 
(k-l)T (i-1) T 
+ ~ rT J (i-l)T+u-(k-l)T h(u)Sin(w 0u- ~i-k) Sin(2w0t)dt du 
(k-1) T (i-l)T 
{ /ET JkT ~ h(u)Sin(w0u)du Cos ~. k. wo J..-
(k-1) T 
Similarly, (A.9) becomes 
Since 
(k-1) T 
/E JkT l ~ -- h(u)Sin(w 0u)du Cos ~. k 1 , T w0 1- + (k-1) T 
~ h(u)Sin(w0u)du wo I
T 1 
-- h[u + (k-l)T]Sin(w 0u)du wo 
0 
l rT 






for k=l,2, ..• ,n, if~~ ?~ Z~jT, JTih[u + (k-l)T] ldu is finite, and 
T 0 









~ tT rT 
(:l-1) 'l:' (k-1) T 
h(u)•2 Cos[w0 (t-u) + ~(t-u] 
Sin(w0t)dudt 
(A .13) 
[u- (k-l)T]h(u)Sin(w0u)du }cos ~ i-k 








IE JkT + {-
T 
(k-1) T 
[kT- u]h(u)Sin(w0u)du}Cos ¢. 1..-k+1 
r- JkT 
_ {vE 
T [kT- u]h(u)Cos(w0u)du}Sin ¢i-k+1 
(k-1) T 
~ rT (kT- u)h(u)Cos(w0u)du, 
(k-1) T 
(A o 14) 
~ ~ rT (u - (k-1)T]h(u)Cos(w0u)du, 
(k-1) T 
(Aol5) 
!:, ~ rT (kT - u)h(u)Sin(w0u)du, = 
(k-1) T 
!:, ~ rT [u - (k-l)T]h(u)Sin(w0u)duo = 
(k-1)T 
Therefore, Eqs. (A.13) and (Ao14) become 






Substituting (A.16) and (A.l7) into (3.16) and (3.17), respectively, 
we get 
+ . . . + b sin <t> . + n ( i) , l,n 1..-n c (A.18) 
and 
bo 1c 0 s ¢ · + (b + b )Cos¢. 1 + (b1 2 + b 0 3 )cos ¢ . 2 , 1.. 1,1 0,2 J...- , , J...-
- ... - a 1 sin¢. + n (i). ,n 1..-n s 
(A.19) 
Define (A.20) 
ck 6 ak + jbk, k=O,l,2, ... ,n, (A. 21) 
and 
n. 6 n (i) + jn (i) , 
1.. c s 

















+ aO,k+1' k=1,2, ... ,n, 
+ bO,k+1' k=1,2, ... ,n, 
Using (A.21)-(A.23), (A.18) and (A.19) in (A.20), and exp(-u) 




L eke + ni' 
k=O 
To obtain a compact form of ;k, substitute (A.15) into ak 
a 1 ,k + aO,k+1 . Letting x = u- kT and using Sin(kw0T) = 0 and 
Cos(kw0 T) = 1 (k is an integer), we obtain 
ak a 1 ,k + aO,k+1 ' k=0,1,2, ... ,n 






+ /ET IkT [(k+l)T- u]h(u)Cos w0u du 
(k-1) T 
lET Io (T + x)h(x + kT)Cos w0 x dx 
-T 




IE lxl (1 - ~)h(x + kT)Cos w0x dx. (A. 2 5) 
-T 
Similarly, we have 
bk bl,k + bO,k+l' k=O,l,2, ... n 
IE I
T 
(1- l;l)h(x + kT)Sin w0x dx. (A. 26) 
-T 
Using (A.25) and (A.26) in (A.21) and exp(x) Cos x + j Sin x, we 
obtain 
IE I
T I I jw0 x (1 - ~)h(x + kT)e dx 
T 
(A. 2 7) 
-T 
for k=O ,1,2, .. . ,n. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPLEX DISCRETE KALMAN FILTER 
This approach is parallel to the real discrete Kalman 
filter [48]. The only difference are that all transpose matrices 
are replaced by conjugate transpose matrices. 
Rewriting (3.54) and (3.50), we have the complex state equation 
w. 
l 
F W. l + G u., 
l- l 
and complex measurement equation 
z. 
l 
-T-C W. + n., 
l l 
and known priori statistics 
and 
Lemma 
E <u. > 
l 








N0o. . , l,J 
Orthogonal Projection (Complex Space) 




and II x 11 2 6 E (xx*) , 
we want to find the estimate X SO that E{(x- x)*(x- x)} is a 
minimum. Let X be a complex normed space, XEX, and let Y be a 
complex subspace of X. Then min I lx- al 1 2 = I lx- xl 1 2 , if, and 
aEY 
only if E{ (x - ~)a*} = 0, for all aEY. Here we define 
z. 
1 
(space spanned by complex values zl,z2, ... ,zi) 




8 . . I, 
1, ]-
~ is the identity matrix. Since we want to minimize 
(B. 4) 
(B. 5) 
E((W. - W.)*(W. - W.)), by the orthogonal projection lemma, we know 
1 1 1 1 
"' 
E{ (W. - w. ) <1> • * 
1 1. J 
or 





Multiply both sides of (B.7) by cp. and taking the summation 
J 




I E(W.cp.*)cp. I E(W.cp.*)cp. (B. 8) 
j=l 1 J J j=l 1. J J 
since w . . is the orthogonal projection of W. into Z., we can express 





I j=l A.¢. I J J 
(B. 9) 
where the A.'s are some set of constant matrices. Substituting 
J 















E (A.¢ . ¢ . *) ¢ . 
J J J J 
- - - -A.E(¢.¢.*)¢. 






1 I E(W.¢.*>¢. 1 J J j=l 
i-1 
I j=l 
E (W. ¢. *) 
1 J 
E (W. ¢. *) 
1 J 
E(W.¢ .*)¢. + E(W.¢.*>¢ .. 
1 J J 1 1 1 
E{ (F W. l + G u.)¢.*}, 
1- 1 J 
F E(W. 1¢.*) + G E(~.¢.*) I 
1- J 1 J 











I j=l E(W. 1~.*)~. + E(W.~.*)~ .. J_- J J l l l 
F W. l + E(W.~.*)~ .. 
J_- l l l 
-The first term of (B.l2) on the right side is F W. 1sz. 1 , and 1.- 1.-
W. s z., the second term of (B.l2) belongs to z .. Since 
l l l 
E{ <w. 1 - w. 1 )z.*} J_- J_- J Q, j=l,2, ... ,i-l, 
A 
FE{ (W. l- W. 1 )z.*} 1.- 1.- J E{F(W. 1 - W. 1 )z.*} J_- 1.- J 
E{ (F W. l - F W. 1 )z.*} 0 J_- J_- J 




E{ (W. - G u. - F W. 1 )z.*} l l J_- J E{(W. - F W. 1 )z.*} l J_- J 
j=l,2, ... ,i-l, 






G E(u . z.*) 
l J 





E{ (W. - F W. 1)z.*} Q, j=l,2, ... ,i-l, (B.l3) l l- J 
- T -
multiplying both sides of (B.l3) by C , and using z. l 




E{ (z. - n. - CTF w. 1)~.* } 
l l l- J 
- -T E{ (z. - C F 
l 
w. 1 >z.*} l- J 
0, since E(n.z.*> 
l J 
0, j-1,2, ... ,i-l. 
0, 
Eq. 
-T -(B.l4) means that (z. - c F W. 1 )sZ. and z.*sZ. 1 for l l- l J l-
j =1' 2 ' .•. 'i -1. From (B.l2) and (B.l4) we know E(W.~.*)¢.sz. and l l l l 
- -T ~ (z. - C F W. 1 )sz .. We may write l l- l 
-
- T -K:.cz.- c F w. 1 >, l l l-
(B .14) 
(B.l5) 
where Ki is a complex column vector to be determined. Using (B.lS) 
in (B.l2) we get 
w. 1 K.. <z. 
-T w, 1) 1 w. F + C F 




E cw0 > with wo o. 
(B.l7) 
E <w. > 
l 
( • ( 7T E exp - J Pi2 .::_) ) 4 01 
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because p. is equally likely to have the value 1 1 2 1 3 or 4. Define l 
" ~ !J. ~ 
W. = W. - W. and using (B.l) 1 (B.2) and (B.l6) 1 we know l l l 
Also 
w. F w. 1 + G u. - F w. 1 - K. <z. - cTF w. 1 > l l- 1 l- l 1 l-
~ ~T~ ~ 
-T- w. 1) F w. 1 + G u. - K. (C W. + n. - C F l- l l l l l-
~ ~ 
- ~T ~.) F w. 1 + G u. - K.n. - K.C (F w. 1 + G l- l l l l 1- l 
~ 
- -T ~ ~ - T 
F w. 1 + G u. - K.n. - K.C F w. 1 - K.C G 1- l l l l l- 1 
~ ~T - ~T ~ (I- K.C )F W. l- K.n. + (I- K.C )G u .• 








CT(F W. 1 + G ~.) + n . 1- l l 
~T ~ + ~ ) + C~T G C F (W. l W. l u. + n .. 
l- 1- l l 
~ ~T 
+ K.C F l 
u. 
l 
Substituting (B.l8) and (B.l9) into E(W.z.*) 
l l 




P.l. 1 l l-
E (W. w. *) I 
l 1 





















Using (B.21) in (B.23), 
- -T- - -1 
o = P.
1
. 1c- K.(c P. 1 . 1 c + N0 > l l- l l l-
i.e., 
-1 
- - - -T- -






where (CTPi i-lc + N0 ) is a scalar. Using (B.l8), (B.21) and (B.lS) 




where P 0 











DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (3.78) AND (3.79) 
n 
From (3.75) and (3.76), we want to find E{exp(-A1 ' I X ')} 
n k=l k 
and E{exp(-A' I Yk')}, where A1 ' and A2 ' are determined later. k=l 













- w. ~ 
1 
F w. 1 + G ui, 1-







-w. -w. 1-n 1-n 
+ j 











Substituting (C.l) and (3.57) into (C.3), we have the recursive 
complex error vector 
E:. 
1 
- -T - - -T - -(I - K.C )FE. l + (I - K.C )G u. - K.n .. 
1 1- 1 1 1 1 
(C. 4) 
Since E(u.) = E(n.) = 0, taking the expected value of (C.4) and using 
1 1 




- -T -{ IT (I - ~C )F}E(E0 ) k=l 
_Q_, 




or 0, k=O,l,2, ... ,n, 
i.e., 0, k=O,l,2, ... ,n, 
n 
Taking the Taylor series expansion of E{exp(-/.. 1
1 L Xk 1 ) } and 
k=l 
neglecting all the higher order terms of ei-k,R and ei-k,I' from 

















+ .!.;,. ( I X I) 




+ .!.;,. ( I X I) } 
2 1 k=l k 
- ... } 
2 2 n 
E (X I ) + .!.;.. I E{ ( \ x_ I ) } • 







Using (C.7) in (3.70), we know E(Xk') = 0 since qk,R and qk,I are 
known values for k-1,2, ... ,n. Therefore (C.9) becomes 
2 2 n n 
E{exp(-A ' I y ')} :::: 1 + !.A I E{ ( I ~·) } . 1 k 2 1 k=l k=l 
Similarly, we have 
2 2 n n 
!_A E{exp(-A 2 ' I y I)} :::: 1 + I E{ ( I y ') } k 2 2 k k=l 
X Using the identity e 
n 2 n 




1 + x + 2x + ..• , and the fact that 
2 
Y ') } are nonegative values, (C.lO) 
k 
(C.ll) yield the inequalities 
and 
E{exp - (A ' 1 
E{exp - (A ' 2 
2 
n 2 n 
L xk') } < { exp{ ~A ' E [ ( L xk') ] } , 
k=l 1 k=l 
2 






Substituting (C.l2) and (C.l3) back in (3.75) and (3.76), we obtain 
y(3,2) < exp {-A 'a " 1 0 
and 
2 
+ .!.A I 
2 1 
a 





2 2 n 
!.A I E [ ( I X ') ] } 2 1 k=l k 
(C.l4) 
2 2 2 n 
y ( 3 , 4) < exp {-A 1 S " + .!..A 1 o 2 + .!..A 1 E [ ( L Yk 1 ) ] } 
2 0 2 2 c 2 2 k=l 





1 such that the exponential terms of (C.l4) and 
(C.l5) are a minimum and subject to the constraints A 1 > 0 and 1 
A I > 0. 





















+ E [ ( I 
k=l 




II > 0 
S II > 0 0 . 
Therefore the average minimum upper bound of (C.l4) and (C.l5) are 
(a. 11)2 
<{exp{- 1 0 2}, a. II > 0 2 0 n 
2 E [ ( I X I) ] y(3,2) 0 + c k=l k 




( s II) 2 
exp{- ~ -----0.:...__----2 }, S0 " > 0 
n 
y(3,4) < cr2 + E [ ( I Yk' ) ] 
c k=1 
1 otherwise. (C .1 7) 
APPENDIX D 
EXACT ERROR PROBABILITY FOR TWO COMPONENT 
MULTIPATH CHANNEL WITH NO EQUALIZER 
The transmitted signal of a QPSK system is 
s. (t) 
J.. 
12E/T Cos(w 0t + ~i), (i-l)T < t < iT 










jw 0x (1 - l xi/T)e h(x+kT)dx 
-T 
ak + jbk, k=O,l. 
Since the error probability can be denoted as 
P(E) = Pr(error in cosine channel) 
+ Pr(error in sine channel) 
Pr(error in both sine and cosine channels) 
p + p - p 
c s cs 
Assuming all combinations of Pr(p. 
1. 

























l,p. 1 j Pr(error in cosine channel ]_-
given p. = 1 ,p. 1 j) ]_ ]_-
l,js{l,2,3,4}, 
1 ,p. 1 j Pr(error in sine channel ]_-
given p. = 1 ,p. 1 j) ' ]_ 1-
Pr(error in both channels 
1 ,p . 1 j ]_-
given p. = 1 ,p . 1 j) . ]_ ]_-
(D. 4) 
are independent Gaussian noise with mean zero and 
s 
the observed data from the output of the I&D are 
(a Cos¢. + b 0Sin ¢.) + (a1cos ¢ . 1 + b 1sin ¢ . 1 ) + n , 0 ]_ ]_ ]_- ]_- c 
(D. 5) 
(D. 6) 


































cl2,2 Pr{ 12 (a0 - b + a - b ) + 
n < 0}. (D. 7) 0 1 1 c 
Therefore 
p 




16 I I Pc\l,j 
1=1 j=l 
j) . p 
cjp. 
]_ 
lcp + P + P + P 8 cll,l cll,2 cll,3 cll,4 
l,p. 1 ]_- j 
+ p 14 1 + p \4 + p \4 + pc \4, 4) . c ' c ,2 c ,3 
(D. 8) 







For m = known value and n is Gaussian with mean zero and variance 
N0/2, we have the probability 
Pr (m+n < 0) (l/IN
0
1f) Jo e 
Using (D.lO) in (D.8), we obtain 











1 ,p. 1 1.-
P ll .P ll ., c f] s ,J 
l,p. 1 1.-






R1 is the decision region, 1=1,2,3,4 (see Fig. 3.3) and nc and ns are 
independent Gaussian random variables. Therefore, we have 
p 
cs 
1 4 4 
16 L L Pcll,J'Psll,j l=lj=l 
~<P I p I + p I p I + p I p I 8 c 1,1 s 1,1 c 1,2 s 1,2 c 1,3 s 1,3 
+ p I p I + p I p I + p I p I c 1,4 s 1,4 c 4,1 s 4,1 c 4,2 s 4,2 
+PI PI +PI PI ). c 4,3 s 4,3 c 4,4 s 4,4 




Combining (D.11) and (D.14) in (D.3), we obtain 
p + p - p 
c s cs 
2P 
c 
p 
cs 
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(D.14) 
(0.15) 
?~7360 
